
 
DALLAS STARS 4, CAROLINA HURRICANES 3 (SO) 

 Postgame Notes – March 24, 2022 
 
 

 

CAROLINA HURRICANES SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
2 6:44 Nino Niederreiter (18) Brady Skjei (19) EV 1-1 
3 2:43 Vincent Trocheck (18) Sebastian Aho (35), Teuvo Teravainen (33) PP 2-1 CAR 
3 10:24 Nino Niederreiter (19) Brady Skjei (20), Jesperi Kotkaniemi (13) EV 3-2 CAR 
-- Vincent Trocheck scored a power-play goal tonight, and he has now earned five points in his last seven games (3/12-3/22: 
3g, 2a). 
 
DALLAS STARS SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
2 0:30 Jamie Benn (16) Alexander Radulov (17), John Klingberg (33) EV 1-0 DAL 
3 3:43 Roope Hintz (27) Joe Pavelski (41), Jason Robertson (28) EV 2-2 
3 11:23 Roope Hintz (28) Jason Robertson (29), Joe Pavelski (42) EV 3-3 
   
SUPER MAX 
Max Domi made his Hurricanes debut tonight after being acquired from CBJ in a three-team trade with FLA on Monday. He 
has now tallied 32 points (9g, 23a) in 54 games with the Blue Jackets and Hurricanes this season. Selected 12th overall by 
the Coyotes in the 2013 NHL Draft, Domi ranks seventh in career assists (208), eighth in points (307) and 11th in goals (99) 
among his draft class. Since debuting with ARI, he had previously played alongside five current Hurricanes players, including 
both of his starting linemates tonight: Derek Stepan (2017-18 w/ ARI) and Jesperi Kotkaniemi (2018-20 w/ MTL). 
 
21 SAVAGE 
Nino Niederreiter scored two goals tonight for his second multi-goal game (also 12/16 vs. DET) and fifth multi-point game in 
2021-22. With both goals coming at even strength, he now ranks third on the team in goals (19) and even-strength goals (15) 
this season, trailing only Sebastian Aho (28, 16) and Andrei Svechnikov (23, 16) in both categories. He has scored 14 of 
his 19 goals (73.7%) at PNC Arena, marking the most goals on home ice of any Hurricanes player in 2021-22. 
 
POWER TRIP 
Vincent Trocheck scored a power-play goal tonight, and after being held scoreless on the man-advantage in six consecutive 
games (3/10-3/20: 0-for-15), the Hurricanes are now 3-for-5 on the power play over their last two contests (3/22-3/24). 
Trocheck now ranks fourth on the team with six power-play goals in 2021-22. Teuvo Teravainen recorded his second power-
play assist in as many games, and he has now posted 19 assists and 27 points on the man-advantage this season, both of 
which are team and career highs. 
 
SLIM SKJEISY 
Brady Skjei tallied two assists tonight for his third multi-assist game and fifth multi-point game of the season. He has now 
recorded 20 points (6g, 14a) in 2022, which ranks tied with Tony DeAngelo (5g, 15a) for the lead among Hurricanes 
blueliners since the start of the year. Skjei has now earned 27 points (7g, 20a) this season, eclipsing the 20-assist mark for 
the third time in his NHL career and the first time since 2017-18 with NYR (21a in 82 GP). 
 
MESSIN’ WITH TEXAS 
Brett Pesce dropped the gloves with Vladislav Namestnikov in the second period tonight, earning his second career 
NHL/Hurricanes fighting major (1/21/20 vs. WPG, Mark Scheifele). Pesce became the sixth different Hurricanes player to 
record a fighting major this season and joins Ian Cole (2/21 at PHI, Zack MacEwen), Tony DeAngelo (10/29 vs. CHI, Reese 
Johnson; 2/10 at BOS, Charlie McAvoy) and Brendan Smith (2/7 at TOR, Wayne Simmonds) as the fourth Hurricanes 
blueliner to drop the gloves in 2021-22. 
 
SHOOT YOUR SHOT 
Carolina finished with 47 shots tonight, marking the team’s fourth-most in any game this season, and the Hurricanes’ +32 
shot differential (47-15) marked their highest in any game in 2021-22. They registered 34 shots on goal through two periods 
tonight, tied for their second-most through 40 minutes in any game this season (11/16 at VGK: 15-19, 12/2 vs. OTT: 20-14). 
Carolina posted 38 shots (16-22) in the opening two frames vs. CBJ on 2/25. The Stars’ nine shots through two periods were 
tied for the fewest by any opponent through 40 minutes this season, and the Hurricanes’ +25 shot differential marked their 
second-highest through two periods in any game in 2021-22 (2/25 vs. CBJ: 38-9, +29). 
 
 



HERE'S JANI 
Jani Hakanpaa played at PNC Arena for the first time since recording three points (2g, 1a) in 15 games with Carolina last 
season. He also skated in 11 postseason games with the Hurricanes, making his Stanley Cup playoff debut in Game 1 of the 
Central Division First Round vs. NSH. Acquired from ANA in exchange for Haydn Fleury on 4/12/21, Hakanpaa signed with 
Dallas as a free agent in the offseason. 
 
SPECIAL TEAMS 
- Carolina went 1-for-2 on the power play tonight and is now 46-for-187 (24.6%) on the man-advantage this season. The 

Hurricanes were 3-for-3 on the penalty kill and are now 195-for-218 (89.4%) on the kill this season. 
- Dallas went 0-for-3 on the power play tonight and is now 44-for-191 (23.0%) on the man-advantage this season. The 

Stars are 1-for-2 on the penalty kill and were now 144-for-184 (78.3%) on the kill this season. 
 
SHOTS BY PERIOD 

TEAMS 1st 2nd 3rd OT Total 
Dallas 4 5 6 0 15 

Carolina 18 16 9 4 47 

 


